Model Information
Complete this form and bring with you to the interview

Date __________________
Name _________________________________________________________________
Phone # __________________________________________________ Age _________
Drivers License # ______________________________ Date of Birth ______________
Email _________________________________________________________________
Height ______________ Weight ____________ Measurements ___________________
Married or single? ___________________ Do you have a current boyfriend or girlfriend
Yes____ No ____ If yes, do they know that you are modeling? ____________________
Modeling opportunity interested in? _________________________________________
Why are you interested? __________________________________________________

Have you modeled before? _____________
If yes, list experience _____________________________________________________

What is your favorite body asset? ___________________________________________
Do you understand that you will be modeling in revealing outfits and that the poses will
include some tasteful topless poses and nudity? _____________
Do you understand that you will be posing in outdoor locations and that you will need to
hike to these locations? _____________ (skip this if in-studio only)
What compensation are you expecting from this modeling opportunity? _____________

What would you like to get from this modeling opportunity? ______________________

Do you understand that you will be posing for a “photo test” shoot and that this test will
include poses that are revealing, and there will be topless poses and nudity? _________
Do you understand that this “test” is to see how you take directions, evaluate your
comfort in front of the camera, evaluate your photogenic properties and that your
participation in this test does not guarantee that you will be chosen for the modeling
opportunity being offered? ________
Do you understand that you will be required to complete a Model Release and that this
Release allows me to use your photos in my portfolio and on my website? _________
Do you have any physical limitations that will limit your ability to perform poses? ____
If yes, please explain: ____________________________________________________

Do you understand that you and the photographer will be working “one on one” without
a female assistant and that it will be YOUR responsibility to let the photographer know
if he is encroaching on your “space” or making you feel uncomfortable in any way.
During the shoot he may need to adjust your outfits, hair, move an arm, leg, chin, etc.
and YOU will need to inform him if this is causing you any discomfort. _________

X

Date:

By signing above you are verifying that all of the information that you have provided is true and accurate and
that you understand the requirements of this modeling opportunity. You certify that you are 18 years of age or
older. You are verifying that you have been told that if any of the above makes you uncomfortable that you
should not participate in this opportunity. You are verifying that this is the entire agreement and that there are
no other verbal agreements.

